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Abstract-This paper first introduces a heterogeneous loT access 

network architecture for the Internet of Things (loT). In the 

network, an loT terminal can adaptively access to a wireless 

sensor network (WSN) gateway or a cellular base station (BS) 
according to the channel conditions. The heterogeneous loT 

access network schedules the loT terminal to access to either the 

WSN or the cellular network (CN) via a joint scheduling RRM 
algorithm. The simulations show that the heterogeneous loT 

system provides a capacity gain over the simple combination of 

WSN and CN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (loT) is a new concept compared to 
The traditional Internet is used to communicate people (i.e. 
human-to-human (H2H) communications). Different from the 
Internet of Human, loT is generally used for machine-to
machine (M2M) communications. Therefore an important 
topic of loT study would be how to enable an efficient and 
economic M2M communications. 

A traditional M2M communications approach is known as 
"Wireless Sensor Network" (WSN). A WSN has a set of 
important characteristics: (1) Access in manner of "Ad Hoc"; 
(2) Networking in manner of "multi-hop" and "Mesh"; (3) 
Communications between nodes using short-range access 
techniques, e.g. Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth. However, a WSN 
has a shortage of coverage. Although the coverage of WSN 
can be extended through multi-hop Mesh network, a WSN can 
only cover a very limited range. 

Therefore an loT cannot be constructed merely with WSNs. 
A real loT would be a convergence of WSN and other wide
area communications systems, e.g. cellular networks (CN). 
The resulting loT system is a multi-layer heterogeneous 
access system. 

WSN and CN in general are deployed in different spectrum 
bands. A WSN usually works with an unlicensed spectrum, 
e.g. the 2.4GHz band. While a CN uses a licensed spectrum, 
especially a relatively low frequency band, e.g. the 800-
900MHz band. 

Different access techniques and different spectrums provide 
different coverage ranges. A WSN usually provides a 
"hotspot" coverage, while a CN provides a full coverage. 
Therefore the problem is how to select a more suitable access 
technique and a more suitable spectrum for an loT terminal 
according to its position and channel environment. 

Obviously, An loT terminal outside the WSN area can only 
access to the CN. However, an loT terminal in the WSN area 
can access to either the WSN or the CN. Hence the access 
resource of WSN and that of CN have different values. The 
CN resource has a much higher value than the WSN resource. 
Meanwhile, as well known, the cost of the CN resource is also 
higher than the WSN resource. 

Therefore, a more effective and reasonable sharing of the 
resources is necessary. The principle of the algorithm is to 
first allocate the WSN (low-value and low-cost) resource to 
the terminals that can use it (i.e. if they are located in the 
WSN area). The CN resource (high-value and high-cost) is 
saved for the terminals that cannot use the WSN resource (i.e. 
if they are located outside the WSN area). 

Some economic approaches (e.g. Game Theory) are 
introduced for the sharing between spectrums with different 
qualities [ 1-5]. These schemes set different "prices" for the 
resources with different "values". The higher the value, the 
higher the price. 

In this paper, we propose a resource management scheme 
with a principle similar to "Pricing" schemes. Using this 
scheme, an loT system "auctions" the CN resource to 
terminals that like to take higher prices, while "sells" the 
WSN resource to the terminals that only like to take lower 
prices. This approach actually attracts those terminals in the 
WSN area to "buy" the WSN resource with a cheaper price. 
Compared to the traditional scheme in which the WSN and the 
CN resources are allocated separately (auctioned with equal 
prices), the proposed scheme can obtain capacity gain because 
of the better usage of CN resources. 

The rest of the paper is organized as following: Section II 
describes the multi-layer heterogeneous loT network 
architecture we consider in the paper. In Section Ill, the cross
layer resource management scheme is introduced, including 
how to schedule a terminal to a suitable band. In Section IV, 
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the capacity performance comparison between the proposed 
scheme and the traditional scheme is demonstrated with 
simulation results. Section V finally concludes the paper. 

II. HETEROGENEOUS loT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

The Internet of Things (loT) is generally used for machine
to-machine (M2M) communications. Especially, the loT 
terminals are usually sensors and automatic machines and 
instruments. Hence the loT terminals need to be deployed in 
all kinds of positions and environments. 

However, a traditional Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 
cannot provide a full coverage. A WSN is usually based on 
some short-range access techniques, e.g. Wi-Fi, ZigBee, 
Bluetooth. These techniques only support coverage of 10-
100m. Although the coverage of WSN can be extended 
through multi-hop Mesh network, a WSN can only cover a 
very limited range. 

A typical WSN topology is shown in Fig. 1. Some loT 
terminals (sensor) can be connected to loT directly via wired 
link (named "Hop 1" nodes). The loT terminals that cannot be 
wired connected first communicate with the Hop 1 nodes via 
WSN radio. The Hop 1 nodes transfer the data from the Hop 2 
nodes. In other words, a loT terminal can be connected to the 
loT in a manner of "multi-hop". 

The Internet of the Things 
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Fig. 1. Traditional WSN topology 

However, the number of hops is not unlimited. If a WSN is 
constructed with too many hops, the lower-hop nodes will 
take increasing data throughput and power assumption. 
Considering an loT terminal should be a low-cost, simple 
device, only a small number of hops are allowed. If the 
number of hops is limited (e.g. 3-4 hops), the coverage of a 
WSN is still very limited. 

Therefore an loT cannot be constructed merely with WSNs. 
A real loT would be a convergence of WSN and other wide
area communications systems, e.g. cellular networks (CN). A 
CN provide a wide-area coverage (normally 90%). If an loT 
supports the CN radio, it can access to the network wherever it 
is. Furthermore, WSN and CN in general are deployed in 

different spectrum bands. A WSN usually works with an 
unlicensed spectrum, e.g. the 2.4GHz band. While a CN uses 
a licensed spectrum, especially a relatively low frequency 
band, e.g. the 800-900MHz band. 

Hence both WSN and CN should be jointly used for the loT. 
The resulting loT system is a multi-layer heterogeneous 
access system, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The sensors located outside 
the WSN area can access to 
the wide-area-coverage 
cellular network. 

Fig. 2. Heterogeneous access system for loT 

In the system shown in Fig. 2, the loT terminal in the WSN 
coverage area (white area) can access to either the WSN or 
CN. The loT terminal outside the WSN coverage can only 
access to the CN system (blue area). Hence the access 
resource of WSN and that of CN have different values. The 
CN resource has a much higher value than the WSN resource. 
Meanwhile, as well known, the cost of the CN resource is also 
higher than the WSN resource. 

A CN uses expensive licensed spectrum. And many other 
types of terminals, e.g. mobile phones, laptop computers need 
to be served (usually with a higher priority than loT terminals). 
A WSN uses free unlicensed spectrum, and is only used to 
support a limited number of loT terminals. 

In this case, the problem is how to select a more suitable 
access technique and spectrum for a specific loT terminal by 
balancing between the value and the cost of the resources. 

The principle of the algorithm is to first allocate the WSN 
(low-value and low-cost) resource to the terminals that can 
use it (i.e. if they are located in the WSN area). The CN 
resource (high-value and high-cost) is saved for the terminals 
that cannot use the WSN resource (i.e. if they are located 
outside the WSN area). Another selection metric is mobility. 
If a terminal has a high mobility, even though it is located in 
the WSN area, it can hardly access the WSN system (WSN 
radio cannot well support high mobility). 

In order to deeply study and simulate the system, we here 
consider a simplified heterogeneous network architecture. Fig. 
3 illustrates an example of the dual-layer (considering the 
simplest scenario) loT network. The WSN gateways and the 
CN base stations (BS) are co-located while the coverage of 
WSN is smaller than that of CN. Only one-hop WSN IS 

considered for simplicity. 



Fig. 3 Dual-layer heterogeneous loT network architecture 

This network architecture consists of two layers: WSN 
layer and CN layer. If an loT tenninal is located in the 
coverage of the WSN layer and with a low mobility, the 
tenninal is scheduled to the WSN layer. If a tenninal is 
located outside the coverage of the WSN layer or with a high 
mobility, the tenninal is scheduled to the CN layer. 

III. MUL TJ-LA YER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

The WSN layer provides a smaller coverage range than the 
CN layer, hence only covers the centre area of the cells (as 
shown in Fig. 3). The CN layer is used to serve the cell-edge 
tenninals and the high-mobility tenninals. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the multi-layer RRM operation in the 
two layers are not realized in an independent manner, but 
perfonned jointly. The tenninals are scheduled cross the two 
layers based on a "joint scheduling" operation, following the 
criteria below: 

• If a tenninal is located in the WSN area, and with a 
low mobility, it is served with the WSN layer. 

• If a tenninal is located outside the WSN area, it is 
served with the CN layer. 

• If a tenninal is located in the WSN area, but with a 
high mobility, it is served with the CN layer. 

The WSN covers the "cell-centre" area and fixedllow
mobility tenninals. Hence the CN can concentrate its 
"precious" frequency resource on "cell-edge" area and high
mobility tenninals, and a higher system throughput can be 
achieved in cell edge area. The load balancing between the 
two layers are supported for efficient use of access resources. 

The joint scheduling procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 4. 
( 1) Tenninal measures the signal qualities of WSN gateways 

and CN BSs respectively. 
(2) Tenninal calculates the channel quality indicator (CQI) 

for both the two layers based on the measurements. 
(3) Tenninal reports the two CQls to the loT system 

scheduler. 

(4) The loT system scheduler compares the CQls of the two 
layers. Before compared, the WSN's CQI is added to an 
extra weight (to set a lower price to WSN). 

(5) The loT system scheduler makes the scheduling decision, 
and infonns it to the tenninal. 

(6) The tenninal raises an access attempt to the selected layer. 

loT System loT Terminal 
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I cal measurement I forWSN and CN 

Reporting Cal for 
WSN&CN 

I 
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I system selection 
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Fig. 4. Multi-layer RRM for heterogeneous loT system 

It should be noted that the above signalling procedure 
should be carried in CN layer, because the tenninal is not 
necessarily located in WSN area. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, we simulate the perfonnance of the 
proposed multi-layer scheduling scheme. We consider a 3GPP 
L TE (Long-Tenn Revolution) system with the 19-BS 57-cell 
layout (each BS contains 3 cells (sectors)) as the CN layer. 
2.4GHz IEEE 802.llg is considered as the WSN layer. The 
downlink spectrum efficiency (bitis/HzJcell) of the center cell 
is simulated. In each cell, the WSN gateway (Wi-Fi AP) and 
the CN BS (L TE eNodeB) are co-located Gust as shown in Fig. 
3). 

Since the CN has a better coverage than WSN. The SINR 
of a tenninal at the edge of the CN cell will be much larger 
than the WSN cell. Each cell has lOMHz spectrum for WSN 
layer and 10MHz for CN layer. The L TE eNodeBs employ the 
closed-loop precoding spatial multiplexing (Transmission 
Mode 4 in [6-7]) in downlink transmission. The carrier 
frequency of CN is set to 800MHz, and that of WSN is set to 
2.4GHz. We drop 20 tenninals in a cell (the cell uses WSN 
and CNs). It is assumed that the WSN and the CN can serve 
up to 10 tenninals respectively. Each layer will try to serve as 
many tenninals as possible. However, if over 10 tenninals try 
to access to any layer of the two, the layer will select the 10 
tenninals with the highest SINRs, while reject the other 
tenninals. 

The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I [8]. 

I 
Parameter 

TABLE I 
SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS 



• 

Antenna Bore-sight points 
toward flat side of cell (for 

3-sector sites with fixed 

antenna 

BS/AP Antenna 

pattern(horizontal) 
(For 3-sector cell sites with 

fixed antenna patterns) 

Minimum distance between 

UE and Cell 

Terminals dropped 

uniformly in entire cell 

()3dR = 70 degrees, Am = 
20 dB 

>= 35 meters 

Two terminal scheduling schemes are compared: 
Scheme 1 (traditional scheme): Each terminal first 
measures SINR of CN and that of WSN respectively. 
Then the terminal always selects and tries to access the 
layer with the higher SINR. 

{WSN' 
System = 

CN, 

if SINRwSN � SINRcN 

if SINRwSN < SINRcN 
(1) 

• Scheme 2 (proposed scheme): Each terminal first 
measures SINR of CN and that of WSN respectively. 
Then the terminal will add a "Price" weight Wi'rice to 
SINRwsN: 

SINRWSN '= SINRwSN + Wprice (2) 

Then the terminal selects and tries to access to the better 
band with the higher SINR, while using SINRwsN' as the WSN 
SINR. In the simulation, we assume WPrice =1.5dB. This is an 
experienced value. It is found this is the most suitable "Price" 
to balance the load in WSN and CN layers. 

{WSN' 
System = 

CN, 

if SINRwsN' � SINRcN 

if SINRwsN' < SINRcN 
(3) 

The system-level simulation results are shown in Table II. 
The results show that the proposed scheduling scheme can 
provide 8.7% gain over the traditional one in average cell 
spectrum efficiency. 

TABLE II 
THE CELL SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY OF TWO SCHEDULING SCHEMES 

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 
(Traditional) (Proposed) 

Average cell spectrum 
efficiency 1.49 1.62 

(bit/s/Hz/cell) 
Gain of Scheme 2 over 

0% 8.7% 
Scheme 1 

We can analyze the above results as following: Scheme 1 
cannot achieve the balance load between WSN and CN layers. 
In general, over 10 terminals try to access the CN layer and 
some terminals are rejected, while the WSN layer is only 
partly used because only less than 10 terminals select the CN 
layer. Scheme 2 uses the "Price" weight to increase the 
selecting threshold for the CN layer. This equivalently moves 
some terminals from the CN layer to the WSN layer, and 
finally achieves the load balancing between the two layers. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed a joint resource management scheme 
for a multi-layer heterogeneous the Internet of Things network. 
By setting a higher "Price" for the cellular network layer when 
"auctioning" the access resource to terminals, the values of the 
CN and WSN layers are balanced. The proposed scheme can 
provide a substantial capacity gain over the traditional one. 
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